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Overall Rating: 4.0

80% of respondents would recommend this to a friend.
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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Don Zeck N10 Lens Cap for the Nikon 200mm f/2.0 VR, 300mm N10,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Lens Caps Don Zeck.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Don Zeck N10 Lens Cap for the Nikon 200mm f/2.0 VR, 300mm N10

        The user manual for the Don Zeck N10 Lens Cap for the Nikon 200mm f/2.0 VR, 300mm N10 provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Photography  -  Lens Accessories  -  Lens Caps.
        


        The Don Zeck Lens Cap is unique in the world of lens accessories. It is the first lens cap designed with an ergonomic handle to help you both place and remove the cap. The advantage of this is obvious. 

This cap can be used with a long hood in place. During such times, it can be difficult to use a traditional "snap on" lens cap. Using this particular, cleverly designed cap means that you can set up your long lens (that has a deep hood) and leave the cap on. Yet, when it comes time to actually shoot, all you need to do is grab the neat little handle, pull the cap off and you're ready to shoot. No more having to remove the hood or awkwardly reach inside the hood to try to unhook the cap.

The cap is held in place using six "O" rings that create a tight, perfect fit. In addition, the unique handle will compress to an ultra thin 3/16" when you store your lens in its case.  The "O" rings never touch the lens surface and will not damage your lens. This cap is a thick design and will guard your optics from the damage that we all fear with long (or short) expensive lenses.
        
      
	        
        If you own a Don Zeck lens caps and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Don Zeck N10 Lens Cap for the Nikon 200mm f/2.0 VR, 300mm N10 in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Don Zeck N10 Lens Cap for the Nikon 200mm f/2.0 VR, 300mm N10:
 
 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 0.25 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 11.0 x 8.0 x 1.0" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Don Zeck N10 Lens Cap for the Nikon 200mm f/2.0 VR, 300mm N10 can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new lens caps, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Don Zeck users keep a unique electronic library
        for Don Zeck lens capss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Don Zeck N10 Lens Cap for the Nikon 200mm f/2.0 VR, 300mm N10.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Don Zeck N10 Lens Cap for the Nikon 200mm f/2.0 VR, 300mm N10, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the lens caps.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Don Zeck service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Don Zeck N10 Lens Cap for the Nikon 200mm f/2.0 VR, 300mm N10. User manuals are also
        available on the Don Zeck website under Photography  -  Lens Accessories  -  Lens Caps.
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        	Fields marked with  * must be filled out.
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              If you would like to receive a response to your comment, don’t forget to include your e-mail address.
              Your e-mail will not be displayed or otherwise used in any way.
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